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PAUL BUSHKOVITCH

April 1739. Günther Stök! believOO that ehe comments were ehe work ofA. A.
Kurbarov, a former Sheremetev serf who made an administrative career under
Peter. The problem is ehat Kurbatov died in 1721, and Stökl's evidence for
his interest in the text was ehin (168-80). Yer Soldat admits ehar Tatishchev
at least once referred ro a testament ofIvan IV in ehe 1750s (200-8), and her
attempr ro dispute oeher references in his works is not convincing. Ir looks
as if ehe text did exist by ehe first half of ehe 18th century at the very latest.
Finally, Soldat bdieves that the confessional seetion, an innovation
among Russian princely tesraments, is dependent on the sermon of the 12thcentury Kirill ofTurov (Sermon for the Fourth Sunday after Easter) and the
Paleia, the Old Slavic summary of the Pentateuch (280). This conclusion
does not support her claims, as the Paleia was unpublished until the late 19th
cenrury, and Kirill's sermons circulatOO in many manuscripts by the J 570s. At
least one manuscript of the sermon in question was in the Kremlin's Chudov
Monastery collection.' The texts were also includOO in Metropolitan Makarii's
Vtlikie Minei Chet 'i. The auehor of the Testament did not have to use the
1821 editio princeps ofKirill, as Soldar implies.
Soldat's work is more useful in its criticism ofher predecessors than in its
own claims. Ultimately her proof of forgery rests on the texrual comparisons
and a culrural argument about the early 19th century, which is far from
certain. Perhaps ehe most useful aspect of Soldat', work is simply to call
attention to the text and to atrempt to find its evolving cultural context.

Power and the 18th-Century Nobility
EUSE KIMERUNG WIRTSCHAFTER

orga

Glagoleva and Ingrid Shirle [Schierle], OOs., Dvorianstvo, vlast' i
obshchestvo v provintsial 'noi Rossii XVIII veka (Nobility, Power, and Society
in 18th-Cenrury Provincial Russia). 656 pp., indices. Moscow: Novoe
literaturnoe obozrenie, 2012. ISBN-13 978-5867939748.

N. N. Petrukhintsev and Lorents [Lorenz] Erren, eds., Praviashchie elity i
dvorianstvo Rossii vo vremia i posle petrovskikh reform (1682-1750) (Ruling
Elites and the Nobility in Russia during and after the Reforms of Peter the
Great [1682-1750]). 455 pp., indices. Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2013. ISBN-13
978-5824317176.
Although from the perspective of readers (and reviewers) single-author books

Dept. of History
Yale Universiry
P.O. Box 208324
New Haven er 06520 USA
paul.bushkovitch@yale.edu

, I. P. Eremin. "Literaturnoe naslewe Kirill. Turovskogo," TODRL 11 (1 955): 358.

always are casier to assimilate, evaluate, and critique, in post-Soviet Russia

the production of monographie essay collections has become a mainsray of
historical scholarship. These volumes can be difficult to digest-filled as they
are with thematically broad and empirically narrow essays rhat olten seem roo
brief or roo long-but in this.era of Russian intellecrual ferment, they serve
an imporrant purpose. Essay collections make possible rapid dissemination of
the voluminous research that is going on in Russia today, and they introduce
to Russian and foreign publies the labors of scholars working in eities and
towns across the Russian Federarion. l1me-consuming as it can be ro work
through hundreds of pages of disparate microstudies, there is simply no better
way to become acquaintOO with the breadth of research and the explosion of
information currently becoming available. Although such collections cry out
for review by scholars who speciali2e in ehe speeific areas covered, rather than
by someone such as this reviewer who is broadly familiar with the period and
issues at hand, there simply are not enough reviewers outside Russia ro do
justice to the massive amount of research being produced.
Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 15, 3 (Summer 2014): 657-64.
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Turning CO the books under review, it also appears that the end of
communist-era disdain for the governing clas,es of imperial Russia ha, led to
a revival of interest in the history of elites, who now can be viewed through
a more objective, nonideological lens formed out of the historian', natural
empathy for his or her cho,en ,ubject. The collections discussed below
repre,ent stunning examples of the possibilitie, at hand, and both belong to
a growing /ist of monographs sponsored by the German Historieallnstitute
(DHr) in Moscow, which has set as its mission sustained support for Russian
scholarship and for collaboration between Russian and foreign scholars.
Praviashchie .lity i dvorianstvo Rossii vo vremia i posle petrovskikh reform
(I682-1750), edited by N. N. Petrukhintsev and Lorenz Erren, consists ofl8
artieIe, by 18 authors, including one of the editors. The artieies are grouped
into four sections devoted to (1) the nobility and ehe exercise of power (four
conttibutions), (2) individual personalities wichin ehe elite (six contributions),
(3) questions of collective soslovie consciou,ness (four contributions, among
them my favorites) , and (4) ehe relation,hip between local elites and the state
(four conttibutions). All ehe artieies address the broad subject of how the
Russian elite should be defined-how its organization, power, and patterns of
devdopment should be understood, with special attention to the impact of
the Petrine reforms.' Unfortunately, although the individual artieIes provide
much fud for thought and much information on SQurces, there is no general
concluding essay that explains what it all mean, or how the different themes
that have been covered interrelate. The individual essays are left to stand on
eheir own legs, which they do quite weil, but it is hard to know what the
general scholar-reader should take away from the deluge of encyclopedie
information.

The artieies in the first seetion, dealing with ehe structure of ehe nobility
and it, relation,hip CO the monarchy and!or state power, cover a variety of
traditional issues rhat need to be addressed in any discussion of ehe nobility
as a ruling elite. What in fact is ehe ruling elite: ehe bureaucracy, the court, or
ehe monarchy? What was ehe relationship among ehese entities or institutions
1 Of course, ever since me reign ofPeter I, historians, poets, and policy makers have debated
the impact of his reforms. For an overview, see Nicholas V Riasanovsky. 7he Image 0/ Peur
the Great in Russian History and 1hought (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985). For
sununary histories. see James Cracrafr, 1he &volution 0/ Peter the Gmzt (Cambridge. MA:
Harvard University Press, 2003); and Lindsey Hughes, Pe'er ,he Grtat: A Biography (New
Haven: Yale Univecsity Press. 1998). Among the Russian classics famlliar to historians, see
P. N. MUiukov. Gosudarstvenno~ khoziaistvo Rossii v pervoi chetv"N XVIII veka i reforma Para I
(St. Petersburg: M. M. Swiulevich, 1905); B. I. Syromiatnikov, Reguliarnoe gosudarstvo Petra
Pmogo i ego iikologiia (Moscow: Izdatd' ,tvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1943).
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in ehe 17eh century, during the reign of Tsar Peter I, and alter ehe Petrine
reforms? How did ehe noble service ranks (the numerous chiny) ofMuscovy,
including the most powerful boyars and eheir families, become integrated
into an agglomerated soslovie of Europeanized nobles, and how did all ehose
sodal groupings, however defined, relate to ehe monarchy and bureaucracy?
(Ir should be noted, and chis is not a critidsm, ehat none of ehe artieies
diseusses the ruling elite as ehe masters of Russian peasants: the coverage is
strictly devoted to questions of political power.) To answer the questions just
outlined, ehe authors discuss the development of terminology in ehe Petrine
era, particularly the meaning of and changes to Muscovite terminology;
institutional continuities between the 17eh and 18eh centuries (across the
Petrine divide); the relationship between Uneage and service in struccuring
ehe "new" elite; and above all, ehe role of military reforms and manpower
needs (ehe question of cadrci) in defining patterns of change.
The second part of ehe collection delves more deeply into petsonnel
questions, wieh studies devoted to ehe composition of ehe Senate and to ehe
individual careers of Peter Shafirov, Heinrich Fick, Boris Kurakin, Ludwig
Gruno von Hessen Homburg, and Artemii Volynskii. The biographical
information provided is inherently valuable for researchers, who never know if
ehe information they obtain ftom biographical dietionaries and encyclopedias
is accurate, and ehe individual scudies also illuminate more trendy conceptual
aspecrs ofRussian elite formation. First are questions of subjective experience,
individual identity, and self-fushioning as ehey rdate to making a career in
Petrine Russia, a place that offered many dangers but also new opportunities
for sodal advancement and personal development, both for members of the
established elite and for newcomers from abroad or from ehe lesser service
classes. Second are questions telating to ehe individual in a social contextpatron-client relations, formal and informal mechanisms of mobility, and
internationalization of ehe ruling dite. Taken as a whole, ehese artides show
that talent and skill, family and client nerworks, and a personal relation,hip
to the monarch all played a role in elite formation. As the discussion of power
in ehe first section also emphasizes, continuity and change can be difficult co
distinguish in the study of early 18th-century Russia.
The chird seetion broadens ehe exarnination of social identity, moving from
ehe experiences of ambitious individuals to ehe collective self-consciousness
(samosoznanie) of ehe noble soslovie. Arguably ehe most theoretieally
sophisticated contributions to the volume, ehe articles by Dmitrii Polonskii,
Nikolai Petrukhintsev, Mikhail Kiselev, and Setgei Pol' skoi return to questions
of terminology, wieh reference to epistolary etiquette and self-identification,
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the language of soslovie, the distinction berween magnates or lineal nobles
(fomi/'nye) and !esser service nobles (the shliakhetstvo) during rhe politieal
crisis of 1730, and rhe formarion and polirieal significance of "court soeiery"
(pridvornoe obshchestvo) in rhe post-Perrine era. Self-abnegarion in fOrms of
address, rhe perennial quesrion of what it meant to call oneself a "slave" or
"servant" (rab, kholop, rabotnik, sluga), rhe introducrion ofEuropean titles and
fOrms of address by Peter I, and eventually Carherine II's insistence on the use
of "loyal subject"-these developments in soeial vocabulary are said to express
an appreciarion for rhe value of rhe individual (dostoinstvo lichnostt) and a sense
ofbelonging to "a single culrured soeiery" (kul'turnoe obshchestvo, 254).
Also in rhe genre of Btgriffigeschichte (rhe history of concepts or poniatiia)
is rhe discussion of how rhe term dvorianstvo came to represent a unified
-noble soslovie-a concept that elite.Jwbks-resisted'-l'fefeHiag-iRStead-the term
shliakhetstvo, beeause in Muscovite usage dvorianin referred to a lesser serviee
noble. The most original research presenred in rhis secrion touches on rhe
question of sodal organization and its offshoot, rhe long-standing problem of
corporate identiry within rhe Russian nobiliry. The limited (and short-lived)
use of the elective prineiple in organizing rhe Russian elite during rhe reign of
Peter I, a mechanism usually identified wirh rhe legal-administrative reforms
of Catherine II, deserves furrher investigation, as does rhe functioning of the
court and post-Petrlne "courr society," a tapie that situates Russia in pan-

European discussions of absolutism and rhe "eivilizing process."
Similarly original and deserving of furrher elaboration are rhe artie!es
contained in rhe final seetion of rhe collection, all devoted to local elites
borh in Russia proper and in borderlands or incorporated territories such as
uCa and Ukraine. The question of rhe Perrine divide is again on display, this
time in connection with bureaucratic devdopment in western Siberia and

Novgorod. Two aurhors examine rhe complieated process of implementing
rhe Petrine administrative and military teforms at rhe locallevel, a story of
how Petrine innovations interfaced wirh esrablished Muscovite practices,
offices, and institutions. Two additional articles rouch on questions of empire
building or colonization, one by discussing relations berween service nobles
in uCa and officials senr from rhe center and the orher rhrough a study of rhe
Herrnanate of Ukraine, rhe relations of individual hetmans to rhe Russian
monarchy, and rhe eventual penetration of Muscovite power into loeal
practices and institutions. Taken as a whole, rhese artieies remind historians
of how tenuous rhe centers administrative hold could be and of the need to
look at how in concrete loeal contexts offieials and populations received and
adapted speeific reforms.

?OWERANDTHE 18TH-CENTURYNOBlLITY
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In Dvorianstvo, vlast' i obshchestvo vprovintsial'noi RossiiXVIII veka, edited
by Olga Glagoleva and Ingrid Schierle, loeal condirions likewise take centet
stage. The work of 19 German and Russian authors, including rhe editors and
some contributors ro rhe volume already discussed, rhis collection contains
fOur sections devoted ro (1) polirical power and service (five contributions),
(2) noble aspirations and attitudes (four contributions), (3) violations of
rhe law and political eonfliet in the provinces (three contributions), and (4)
culture and everyday lik (five contributions) . The product of an ongoing
project devoted to rhe 18rh-eentury provincial nobiliry (see the database and
other materials being collected at http://adelwiki.dhi-moskau.de), the book
is rich in empirieal information rhat can be diflicult to integrate into a single
analysis (or review). Olga Glagoleva makes a valiant effort to set parameters
in her introductory essay (identified as section I), which centers on merhods
for studying the nobiliry in relation to state power and the concept of
soeiery. Glagoleva also discusses long-standing prejudices against. "rhe
provineial," and she grapples wirh rhe problem of how to define 1~1 h1St~ry
(by region, province, or loealiry), noting in rhe process t~t while RussI~n
historiography tends to produee locally oriented empmeal scholarship,
"Western historiography is more conceptual and rhooretical. Finally, and
not always convineingly, Glagoleva and many of rhe aurhors represented in
this collection hope rhat rheir work will challenge historiographie images of
noble alienation from the local milieu-images rhat, according to Glagolcva,
are in current academic discourse most commonly assoeiated wirh rhe work
of Mare Raeff and Iurii Lorrnan.
The first section of essays (part 2 of rhe book) following Glagolevas
introduction picks up rhe rheme of rhe nobiliry's relationship to state power
and rhe coneept of sociery. The contributions here are of uniformly high
qualiry, and wherher rhey deal wirh long-studied. or long-understu~ed
questions, all provide original and pertinent information from loeal archiVes.
Focusing on the nobiliry's relationship to and partieipation in local governrnent
throughout the 18rh century, rhe aurhors cover a broad range of debated and
debatable issues: corruption and rhe effectiveness of local governrnent, rhe
relationship between military and eivil service, rhe consequences of rhe 1762
emaneipation from obligatory service, the soeial profile of loeal officials, rhe
powers of voevodas and govemors, rhe loeal elective offices introdu~ by rhe
reforms ofCatherine II, and rhe nobiliry's attitude toward loeal electlOns and
elective institutions. There is much to ponder based on rhe infusion ofloeal
data represented by rhese articles, which also require synrhesis and integration
imo what is known from existing scholarship. Wirh respeet to questions
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about noble separation from the loeal milieu or about the effectiveness of
administration and justice, it is clear that esrablished interpretations remain
worthy of consideration. Beneficial as it may be to reassess what historians
mean by "separation" oe "alienation," and to reconsider the nature of the
alienation and of administrative arbitrariness and corruption, the "traditional"
issues remain. As Aleksandr Kupriianov concludes in his study of eleetion
praetiees among the nobility of Moscow province at the end of the 18th and
beginning of the 19th centuries, it would be diflieult to describe the activities
he doeuments as anything more than the prehistory ofRussian eivil society.
The seeond cluster of essays (part 3 of the book) focuses on the needs
and aspirations of provincial nobles-their views on local gavernment,
peasant-Iandlord relations, economic deve!opment, and European culture.
The topics covered include understandings and expeetations of edueation,
instruetions to the Legislative Commission from the Ore! region (provincial
baundaries changed repeatedly during rhe 18rh cenrury), noble intdlectuals
who represented the "rational pragmatic" and sentimentalist periods of rhe
Russian Enlightenment (Sheherbatov and Karamzin, respective!y), and how
rhe Ukrainian poet Vasilii Kapnisr used Horaee's rules of living to model his
life as noble estate owner. Again, while each of rhese articles presents valuable
research, they do not togerher comprise a thematically integrated secrion,
and rheir connections to specifieally provincial or regional history are not
always evident. In fact, as Claus Scharf suggests, his study ofKapnist reveals
less about provincial noble life and more about how nobles across the Russian
Empire adopted European cultural models and made rhem rheir own.
Part 4 of the collection likewise illustrates how, in a centrali2ed state
system and absolutist politieal culture such as that of 18th-eentury Russia, it
can be diflicult to distinguish provincial from central or empirewide rhemes.
In rhis and other parts of the baok, loeal perspecrives on national/imperial
themes and patterns of development tend to dominate rhe diseussion. This is
not the same thing as study oflocally generated questions. Devoted to deviant
behavior, political rumors, and military justice, rhe essays in chis section
nonethe!ess provide a glimpse inro same of the mOSt exciting research being
condueted in post-Soviet Russia, by borh foreigners and Russians. Alrhough
studies of deviant behavior and the use of judicial sources are weil represented
in rhe historiogtaphy of Russian sociery, just how rich, extensive, and diverse
the judicial sources are is onIy now coming to light.' So while limited to rhree
2 Theuse ofjudicial (cr more accuracdy, legal-administrative) sources has become verypopular
since the end of the communist era. thanks to more open access (0 archives-so much so thac
it is impossible Co provide a handful of representative tides. Two additional volumes that are
forthcoming from the DHrs provincial nobility project will inc1ude articles based on this type
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articles by Ange!a Rustemeyer, Evgenii Ryehalovskii, and Bulat Aznabaev.
that are not necessarily focused on rhe provincial nobility, the seetion offers a
glimpse into innovative work in progress.
The last seetion of rhe book returns to the sphere of culture and provincial
mores already introduced in part 3. The first article alsa continues rhe use
of legal-administrative sources with a discussion of pro~incial n~ble li~
derived from rhe doeuments, not always laws stricdy speaking, pubhshed in
rhe Po/not sobranie Zßkonov Rossiiskoi imper;; (Full C~lleetion of ~ws of rhe
Russian Empire, PSZ). The subjects touched upon lfl rhe PSZ lOclude.'he
1762 emancipation from obligatory service, conditions of acceptanee lOto
service, promotions in rank, rhe General Survey and related. litigation, t~e
government's image of the ideal noble serviceman, and ~oble lflv~l~ement lo
rhe liquor trade. A more suggestive contribution by Dems Zhereblat ev makes
innovative use of information technology, in rhis instance Google Earth and
MapInfo Professional, to reconsrruct images of the provincial eapital Tambov
in rhe late 18rh and early 19rh cenrury. Two additional studies devoted tO :he
eultural sphere of provincial noble life cover estate rheater and trave! habits,
bath seen as evidence of Europeanization in rhe later 18th eentury. As can
be said about every article in rhis monographie collection, rhe essays grou~
in rhis last section invariably provide original and interesting informat1o~.
Collecrive1yand individually, the research is impressive. But just how all rhlS
information is interrelated, and how it relates to bigger questions sucb as rhe
development of social ties among rhe provincial nobility or. rhe relation~hip of
provincial noble society to state power, is not explicated Wlrh. ~y conS1st~ncy
or analytical rigor. Nor is there a single article devoted to re!lglOus teachin~s,
praetices, or beliefs. The reader must conneet rhe dots for him/herself. ~ile
chis is surely a worthwhiie endeavor for a scholar who is workin (or teaching
.al. Finally it ,hould be note<! rhat from we 1960. into rhe early 1990" rhe
o f sou.rce maten
•
ad
f' d' .al
era of the "new sodal history." rustorians inside and outside Runia made bro use 0 ~u ~~
·rh -'u·su·cal data Cultural hisrorians then continued the study of )UdiClal
sourceS. along Wl ~....
.
•
•
.
. lIde ti
materials. Numerous references can be fouod in Elise Kimcrhng Wirtschafte.c, SOCUl
n. dty
. I
.a/ R1mUl (DeKa!b: Northern ruinoi, Unversity Press. 19971: Chrutoph Sduni t,
';.zir.trolk in Mo,kau: fwtiz, KriminaJjrät und L<ibrigtnschaJt JIi!9-J7B5 (St~ngart:
Steinec. 1996); and many other books and bibliographies. Recent ~ssJan. ex~ples lOdu~e
Aleksandr B. Kamenskü. Povstdnevnost' russkikh gorodskikh obyvatekz: Istort.cheskl~ an:kdo? IZ
provintsial 'no; zhizni XVIII v. (Moscow: Rossiiskii gosudarsevennyi gumarut~Jl ~l~ersltet"
2006); Elena B. Smilianskai •• Volshebniki. &gokhul ·niki..Er<tiki; NarodMUl ,.,1iK'o:;~"
. "dukhovn .. pr<,tupknija" v Ro"ii XVIII" (Moscow: Indrik. 2003): .nd Evgenu Ak ",:.
,
,
" ./ri Ka·tM (M sc w: Moloda..
Povsednevnaia mizn ' vorovskogo mira Mos/wy vo vremena yan
o. o.
XXe
gvardiia. 2012). See also the dossier "Praciques du droit et de la justice .en RuSSle ~IIe- ,
,i!des); edired by Sandra Dahlke and Michd Tissier. wirh contribuuon, by Evgenu Akd ev
and Galina Babkova. Aliona Brewer. Viktoriia Efimova. Sandra Dahlke. and Mlchad Kogan.
in Gahi", du monde russe 53. 1 (2012).
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a graduate seminar) on the 18th-century nobility or on provincial/regional
history. it is more than the general specialist reader will want to do.
Within the European framework that defines the thinking and research
of most Russian studies scholats outside Russia. the task of finding the most
accurate language and categories of analysis to describe Russian history-to

Citizenship in Russia and the Soviet Union

translate that history for our own audiences-remains a work in progress.

Now that Russias own scholars have been liberated from the need to employ
a Marxist vocabulary alien to alI but a small segment of imperial Russian
sources. we increasingly can rdy on their research and mastery of the Russian
language to lead us to better artieulations and understandings of their history.
which we study. Judging by the collections reviewed here. and despite the
difficulties hinted at throughout this review. the process of interaction has
reached an unprecedented level of maturity that eventually will lead to new

YANNI KOTSONIS

Eric Lohr. Russian Cirizenship: From Empire to Soviet Union. 278 pp.
Cambridge. MA: Hatvatd Universiry Press. 20 12. ISBN-13 978-0674066342.
$59.95.

Russian-prodllced perspectives, interpretations, and conceptllalizations.

These volumes are by no means gatne changers: they lack the integrated
presentation of data and the coherence of argumentation needed for deep
historiographic impact. But they do point to a future in which the cumulative
e!fects of new empirieal infurmation will produce more nuanced. refined.
and/or innovative interpretations ofRussian history. Equally important. they
document what anyone who has grown up or made a lif<: in a provincial place
instinctively knows-that national and large-scale historieal narratives often
distort the realities oflocallife. Thanks tO ongoing research and critique. the
ideological certainty that for decades colored Russian-Ianguage scholarship
has given way to the acccptance of multiple perspeccives. loeal and elite
perspectives among them.
Dept. of Hiscory
California State Polytechnic University
3801 Wesc Temple Avenue
Pomona. CA 91 768 USA
ekwirtschaft@csupomona.edu

Anyone who has worked with Russian and Soviet ~rimary.'ources will have
noticed the regular inßux of fureign-born or furelgn-sub)ect persons. The
phenomenon has not been studied systematieally. Sett.ing aside s.ome of the
emperors and empresses. we find ministers from Serbl~. ~e Ioman Islands.
Moldova. the German states. and Britain. We find spectahsts and lower-Ievel
bureaucrats. offieers. soldiers. and saHors from Scandinavia. the Otto~an
Empire. and Bulgaria. In the private and semi-private sectors we find forelgnborn entrepreneurs. industrialists. bankers. and academics in abundanee.
Russia, it seerns, was areal career option. On a larger scale, every conquest

brought new populations into the empire. every loss. of .territory brought
cefugees and stimulated expulsions (whieh are well studied l/l recent years. b!
Erie Loht in particular).' In the Soviet period. fureign-bor~ persons left thelr
imprint on the sourees. We find Communists and sympathlzers who were not
ftom the Russian Empire or the USSR. and we find engineers a~d labo.'ers
seeking work in the booming construction site that was the SOVI~t UnIon.
Russians. in turn. populated the eities of the world and OCCUPled places
high and low. ehe more visible ones as refugees and emi.gres. and man! m~re
combining a prosaic desire for higher living standards wlth quests for hbertles
of one sort or another. The historiography has already provided some good
StartS on the question of mobility. and an abundance of works on the post-

1 Peter Gaudi A Whok Empire Walking: Refog~es in Russia during WarM War I (:oo~ingt~n:
m4
Indiana Univer~ty Press. 2000); Erie Lohr. NationalWng the Russia~ ~mpi~: p e 2OO"'3 )jgn
•
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